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All Equipment*
Personalised song list constructed with couple
Specific song requests outside of my song list
Acoustic Solo: Guitar & Cairyn Jay vocals
 Unlimited Communication

      Inclusions:

*Set up/pack up time is not charged

(additional hours)
$699 (1st hour) + $150 ph
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All Equipment*
Personalised song list constructed with couple
Specific song requests outside of my song list
Acoustic Duo: Guitar & Vocals (male & female)
 Unlimited Communication

      Inclusions:

*Set up/pack up time is not charged

Solo pricing + $250 ph 
(additional)
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 All Equipment*
Personalised song list constructed with couple
for live music sections
Specific song requests outside of my song list
Acoustic Duo for all live music sections required
Unlimited Communication
Customisable DJ song list
 DJ section lighting and equipment*
Live DJ Service
MC services available (additional $200 flat rate)

      Inclusions:

*Set up/pack up time is not charged

$3,199*
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Premium Duo/DJ
 Entertainment Package

This Premium Entertainment Package option encompasses
all of the inclusions of the standard Entertainment Package
but also extends the option to have a Live OR DJ set for the
dancing portion of the day provided by one of my premium
duo partners and myself. 
I have two duo partners in particular whom I consider to be
my premium Duo partners - Jake and Dom

Both Jake and Dom are some of the best "all in one"
musicians in the industry in my opinion and both are able
to DJ or do a live set for the dancing portion of the evening.
In the case of the live music dance floor option I usually
join them and both are extremely great at hyping up the
crowds and getting people dancing (covid permitting of
course!)

The live music dancing set is a lot of fun and both Jake and
Dom are amazing at what they do. They are reliable,
talented, friendly and love what they do which shows in the
quality of entertainment that they provide, so no matter
who you choose you can't go wrong! 

This particular option is a great way to get a "band feel" on
a smaller budget!



Jake and I have worked on hundreds of weddings and gigs
together for over five years. He has a premium lighting set up
and is the best DJ (other than Dom) that I work with, as well
as being able to do lead vocals easily and has top quality
equipment. He loops, has a drum pad (which we sometimes
take turns using), he plays lead guitar and I sometimes play
keys with him too. He sings lead very well, we harmonise on
each others songs, his set list options are practically endless,
and we even often walk around the venue with our portable
mics and serenade their guests as well for a bit of fun! He is a
ball of fun and energy, loves doing weddings as much as I do,
and is highly sought after as a wedding musician in his own
right.

Here is his instagram: https://www.instagram.com/jakeedgley
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Dom is my second premium duo partner and we too have
worked together for many years at a variety of different types of
weddings. Dom has an incredible voice and a lot of energy! He
sings lead vocals, raps, can beatbox and also harmonises
beautifully. He plays piano, trumpet, guitar, cajon, he can loop
and he can DJ very well. He can do a wide variety of genres of
music including pop, jazz, reggae, RnB, Soul and more. He does
many different types of gigs and weddings all the time and, as a
result, is very adaptable. He loves music and gets much joy from
entertaining people.

Here is his instagram: https://www.instagram.com/d0mdiaz/
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 All Equipment*
Personalised song list constructed with couple
for live music sections
Specific song requests outside of my song list
Acoustic Duo for all live music sections required
Unlimited Communication
Customisable DJ song list
 DJ section lighting and equipment*
Live DJ Service
MC services available (additional $200 flat rate)

      Inclusions:

*Set up/pack up time is not charged

$3,699*
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